
 Freshman Honors English I Summer Reading Assignment 2019 
  

Welcome to Pre-AP English I!  Your first reading assignment is Animal Farm by George Orwell.  You are 
expected to turn in your completed assignment to your Honors English teacher on the first day of school. 
If you have specific questions about the assignment, you can email: 

jphenicie@bixbyps.org sjoiner@bixbyps.org jbrady@bixbyps.org 

You can purchase a copy of the book, check it out from the library, get the electronic version or find an audio 
version.  Have a great summer and enjoy your reading; we will see you in August! 
 

Assignment Overview: 
Reading: Due the first day of school, you will turn in your sketchnotes assignment for Animal Farm. There 
will also be a comprehension test over Animal Farm during the first week of school. 
Plagiarized assignments will receive no credit. 

 

Sketchnote Instructions: 
Text: Written elements are quick, direct, and clear and 
are usually your primary sketchnoting tool. Capture the 
meaningful quotes and key points, and avoid trying to 
summarize everything. Creating larger words may draw 
attention to the important ideas.   Avoid making lists or 
outlines and use the spatial properties of the page to 
your advantage by "chunking" information. Some ways 
to force yourself to work spatially might be starting in the 
middle and working outwards. 
 

Containers: Simply enclosing words in shapes brings 
emphasis and structure to an otherwise wild page. Some 
of the more common containers include (but are not 
limited to): quote bubbles, boxes, circles and thought 
clouds. 
 

Connectors: Connect ideas and pieces of stories  
with arrows and lines. A basic chain of thoughts can 
spread around the page and 
still be clear if they are linked 
with a simple set of 
connectors. 
 

Colors: Use color to link 
related events, characters, 
themes, symbols or ideas.  
 

Visual: Go back and doodle 
images related to your notes. 
Research shows that using 
this portion of your brain 
helps memory.  
 

For maximum credit, 
each chapter needs to 
have at least 10 
notes/images. 


